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Welcome to the College of Medicine and Public Health 
 
This booklet is a summary of projects on offer throughout the CoMPH that can be taken for enrolment into 
the BMedSci hons program in 2019. The projects reflect the diversity of our College and projects have been 
grouped into those related to Molecular and Cell Biology and those with a Public Health or Clinical Medicine 
focus. 
 
For more information on the specific projects, contact the individual research listed for that project. 
 
For more information on the requirements for entry or the structure of the study program within the BMedSci 
hons course, contact the course Chairs; Professor Briony Forbes (briony.forbes@flinders.edu.au) or 
A/Professor Jill Carr (jill.carr@flinders.edu.au) 
 
We hope you find an area of interest within our College and wish you success in your future studies.   
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College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Assessment of the acute immunological effects of clinically relevant 
radiation doses in the lung. 

Supervisor's Photo: 

Researcher’s Name:   Assoc. Prof. Dani-Louise Dixon 
Researcher's Email:   dani.dixon@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Lung Injury Research Laboratory 
Location of Project:   FMC, 4D-332, 330 & 6D-312, Adelaide 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
My laboratory is looking for students with a genuine interest in pursuing careers in research. This study is 
designed to first determine the actual radiation doses received by patients in acute care, and then to 
determine the immunological and physiological effects of these doses using both in vitro cell culture models 
and in vivo rat models of acute lung injury. This project is a collaboration between Flinders University, the 
University of Adelaide and the Northern Ontario School of Medicine, Canada. The breadth of this project 
would allow for more than one student to undertake different aspects. 

Aims 
To conduct a retrospective audits of daily and cumulative radiation exposure over the course of hospital 
admission in patient cohorts. 

and/or 

To conduct in vitro and in vivo assessment of the acute immunological effects of clinically relevant radiation 
doses in models of acute lung injury. 

Possible techniques and methods include: Cell culture, animal studies (ethics, animal handling and 
maintenance, dissection), clinical data collection (ethics, data collation and management, statistics), 
enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), immunohistochemistry, immunoblotting (Western) and multi-
colour flow cytometry. 

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/dani.dixon 

http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/dani.dixon


College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Decreasing neutrophil activation, infiltration and damage in respiratory 
syncytial virus (RSV) infection:  a means to ameliorate infant bronchiolitis. 

Supervisor's Photo: 

Researcher’s Name:   Assoc. Prof. Dani-Louise Dixon 
Researcher's Email:   dani.dixon@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Lung Injury Research Laboratory 
Location of Project:   FMC, 4D- 332 & 330, Adelaide 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
My laboratory is looking for students with a genuine interest in pursuing careers in research.  In this study 
we aim to extend our findings which indicated that neutrophils play an intrinsic role in the course and 
severity of RSV disease, damaging the airways and setting up the potential for on-going airway 
inflammation and asthma.   

Aim: 
To determine the effect of immunosuppressive agents on neutrophil function in both acute disease and their 
potential role in subsequent airway hypersensitivity using models of RSV infection. 

Possible techniques and methods include: Cell culture, animal studies (ethics, animal handling and 
maintenance, dissection), enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), immunohistochemistry, 
immunoblotting (Western) and multi-colour flow cytometry. 

Suggested readings: 
Elder ASF, Bersten AD, Saccone GTP, Dixon DL.  Tripeptide feG prevents and ameliorates acute 
pancreatitis-associated acute lung injury in a rodent model.  Chest 2013;143(2):371-8. 

Cavallaro E, Liang KK, Lawrence MD, Forsyth KD, Dixon DL.  Neutrophil infiltration and activation in 
bronchiolitic airways are independent of viral etiology. Pediatr. Pulmonol. 2016; 52(2):238-246. 

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/dani.dixon 



College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- The Pain-o-meter, a biosensor for pain 

Supervisor's Photo: 

Researcher’s Name:   Prof Rainer Viktor Haberberger 
Researcher's Email:   rainer.haberberger@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Pain & Pulmonary Neurobiology 
Location of Project:   FMC, levels 4 and 6 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
PAIN is a significant global health problem and seems to be the most burdensome health issue facing the 
planet– about as costly as diabetes and cancer combined. Every fifth Australian, or 20% of the Australian 
population suffers from chronic pain. Low back pain, migraine, diabetic neuropathy or post-herpetic 
neuropathy (after infection with shingles), reflect the heterogeneity of chronic pain. These diseases lead to 
pain that differs in intensity, underlying mechanism and response to treatment. A significant number of 
patients are not treated with effective therapies because we cannot really measure pain.  
BIOSENSOR DEVELOPMENT presents a significant unmet need in the management of pain since 
effective management of patients is dependent on how fast we can figure out what causes the pain and on 
our ability to monitor if a treatment works or not.  
IN THIS PROJECT we aim to build on our previous work and technical expertise and develop an 
immortalized pain neuron cell line, 50B11 cells, as biosensors for pain markers in serum. The project will 
aim to further investigate how to drive these cells to “measure” pain in serum and cerebrospinal fluid. 
Students will learn how to culture cells, how to determine morphological changes and how to measure 
mRNA or protein content. Methods in use include, basic pharmacology, immunohistochemistry, confocal 
microscopy and qRT-PCR.   

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
http://www.flinders.edu.au/neuroscience/lab_pain.html 

http://www.flinders.edu.au/neuroscience/lab_pain.html


College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Diabetes and Transplantation 

Supervisor's Photo: 

Researcher’s Name:   Darling Rojas-Canales 
Researcher's Email:   
darling.rojascanales@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Flinders Renal Laboratory 
Location of Project:   Flinders Medical Centre 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
Islets in the pancreas produce insulin and the failure of insulin production due to immune attack causes 
type 1 diabetes. Transplantation of new islets is a curable therapy for type 1 diabetes. However there are a 
number of roadblocks that limit its success and availability in the clinic. One major limitation is the death of 
islets during isolation and transplantation process, where the death of more than 70% of islets in the 1st 48-
72h post transplantation, due to lack of sufficient oxygen in the liver and delayed revascularization.  We and 
others have shown that a lack of oxygen called hypoxia is a major reason for this death. In this project 
students will investigate the use compounds that activate the body's own protective response to hypoxia to 
improve islet cell survival and see if they can improve islet cell transplant success. These drugs are 
clinically available for other problems and work by upregulating Hypoxia-inducible transcription factor (HIF), 
which is the master regulator of hypoxia-inducible genes that promote adaptive responses that include 
hematopoesis, angiogenesis, iron transport, glucose utilization, resistance to oxidative stress, cell 
proliferation, survival and apoptosis and extracellular matrix homeostasis. The stability of the HIF-α subunit 
is regulated by oxygen-dependent prolyl 4-hydroxylation catalysed by the HIF prolyl 4-hydroxylases 
(PHDs). The 4-hydroxyproline residues generated in normoxic conditions facilitate binding of HIF-α to the 
von Hippel-Lindau E3 ubiquitin ligase complex resulting in the attachment of ubiquitin molecules and 
subsequent rapid proteasomal degradation of HIF-α. In hypoxia this oxygen-requiring hydroxylation event is 
inhibited, HIF-α escapes degradation and can translocate to the nucleus and form a functional dimer with 
HIF-β that triggers the hypoxic response. The drugs that will be investigated by students will inhibit PHDs 
and cause the accumulation of the HIF-α protein to stimulate its protective response under normal oxygen 
conditions as a way to supercharge islets pre-transplantation. Students will learn how to handle mice, 
collect and process tissues for analysis. Other key techniques include RNA extraction and quantification, 
Real-time PCR analysis, Western blot analysis, flow cytometry and tissue culture.   

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/darling.rojascanales 

http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/darling.rojascanales


College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Study of bioactivity of Hengshan Astragalus Shiitake as biological 
response modifiers in cancer therapy 

Supervisor's Photo: Researcher’s Name:   Linlin Ma 
Researcher's Email:   Linlin.ma@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Ion Channels & Cancer Research 
Location of Project:   Health Sciences Building, Registry 
Road, Bedford Park 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
A novel functional food for cancer prevention and treatment, Hengshan Astragalus Shiitake (HAS), was 
developed by cultivating shiitake mushroom with processed Astragalus membranaceus root, combining the 
anti-carcinogenic and immune-potentiating effects of two widely-used traditional medicines. Here, we will 
purify bioactive HAS components and test their direct pro-apoptotic/anti-carcinogenic effects on cancer cell-
lines. We will also test their capacity to activate anti-tumour dendritic cells and cytokine-induced killer cells, 
in blood samples from colorectal cancer (CRC) patients and healthy controls. The integrated therapeutic 
effects will be evaluated in predictive CRC mouse models. Successful outcome: validation of new, safe and 
efficacious, non-invasive cancer therapy. 

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/linlin.ma 

http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/linlin.ma


College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Targeting hEAG1 channel with gold nanoparticles for diagnostic imaging and 
targeted treatment of colorectal cancer  

Supervisor's Photo: Researcher’s Name:   Linlin Ma 
Researcher's Email:   Linlin.ma@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Ion Channels & Cancer Research 
Location of Project:   Health Sciences Building, Registry 
Road, Bedford Park 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 

As the third most common malignancy worldwide, colorectal cancer (CRC) is known for its lack of non-
invasive early diagnosis, low chemotherapy success rates and acquired resistance. The use of nanoparticle 
technology can improve the specificity, sensitivity and efficacy of diagnosis and treatment, by enabling 
targeted drug delivery, controlled drug release, and fewer adverse effects. To achieve this, it is critical to 
have a reliable biomarker that is exclusively expressed on cancer cells. In this project, we aim to develop 
potassium channel hEAG1 as a novel biomarker for gold nanoparticle (AuNP)-based diagnostic imaging 
and targeted chemotherapeutic treatment for CRC. hEAG1 is almost exclusively expressed in the central 
nervous system in healthy people, but is overexpressed in several solid cancers, including CRC. The 
design of a hEAG1-targeting AuNP-complex, relies on a novel hEAG1-inhibiting peptide (Ap1a) that was 
recently identified by CI Ma from Tarantula spider venom. Ap1a has 35-fold selectivity for hEAG1 over 
hERG channel, the closest homolog to hEAG1. Binding of Ap1a to hEAG1 overexpressed on CRC cancer 
cells will endow Ap1a-conjugated, fluorescence-tagged, chemotherapeutic drug-carrying AuNPs with 
specific targeting capacity. This active targeting strategy is expected to significantly improve the specificity, 
sensitivity and efficiency of CRC diagnosis and chemotherapy treatment. 

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/linlin.ma 



College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Renal Disease 

Supervisor's Photo: 
Researcher’s Name:   Jonathan Gleadle 
Researcher's Email:   
jonathan.gleadle@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Flinders Renal Laboratory 
Location of Project:   Flinders Medical Centre 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
Up to 10% of the world’s population is affected by chronic kidney disease. Millions of people die each year 
as a consequence of increased cardiovascular mortality and renal failure. Worldwide over 2 million people 
are receiving end stage renal replacement therapy with dialysis or kidney transplantation. Kidneys have a 
natural ability to grow and compensate in healthy individuals, however the key initiators of this response are 
not known. Therefore, the overall aim of this project will help elucidate these mechanisms in order to 
develop targeted therapies to treat kidney disease by increasing the size and compensatory capacity of the 
kidneys in diseased patients. Students will use gene expression array technology (messenger RNA and 
micro RNA) a novel method to investigate the gene expression changes at early time points post the 
removal of one kidney. This novel technology platform will allow students to assess hundreds of miRNA 
simultaneously. Until now many studies have focused on later time points when the growth response has 
already occurred. This research will lead to the identification of novel candidate molecules that may be used 
therapeutically to trigger healthy kidney growth in diseased patients. Having this ability could be a turning 
point in the way kidney disease is treated and a vector to delay the need for end stage kidney replacement 
therapy. In particular students will be involved in the collection of blood and tissue samples from mice 
undergoing a unilateral nephrectomy that will then be screened for differential gene changes. Students will 
learn how to handle mice, collect and process tissues for analysis. Other key techniques include RNA 
extraction and quantification, Real-time PCR analysis, Western blot analysis, flow cytometry and tissue 
culture.   

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/jonathan.gleadle 

http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/linlin.ma


College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s): The role of oxidative stress as the trigger of Alzheimer’s pathology through
PI3K/Akt/mTOR signaling pathway activation and cell cycle re-entry 

Supervisor's Photo: 

Researcher’s Name:   Dr. Shohreh Majd 
Researcher's Email:   shohreh.majd@flinders.edu.au 
Research Group Name:   Neuronal Injury and Repair 
(NIR) Laboratory 
Location of Project:   Flinders Medical Centre- Level 6-
Rm 6E404- NIR Laboratory  

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the third leading cause of death around the world, and the second one in 
Australia. So far, strings of experimental drugs for AD that mostly target amyloid-β (Aβ) peptide have failed 
to show any benefit in clinical trials. It is now believed that Alzheimer’s field requires a fresh look at a theory 
that might account for the disease’s pathogenesis. While the exact trigger to initiate the cascade of AD 
events is unknown, AD pathology consists of a remarkable common feature with cancer in the term of 
unusual activation of cell cycle. This suggests the possibility of involvement of cell proliferation 
dysregulation in pathogenesis of AD. Cell cycle re-entry is a common finding in AD and occurs before AD 
hallmarks’ development. This entry to can derive the formation of neurofibrillary tangles (NFT) and Aβ 
plaques. Neuronal cell cycle is usually followed by cell cycle arrest, when re-differentiation is still possible, 
however in a large scale, it mainly occurs because of acute insults such as oxidative and energy stress. 
Interestingly, accumulation of these insults, especially oxidative stress (OS) during aging appears to be a 
major factor in AD development with no identified underlying mechanism, linking OS to cell cycle re-entry. 
One aspect of cellular stress includes dysregulation of PI3K/Akt/mTOR pathway with a critical role in 
cellular growth, proliferation and survival. Activation of PI3K/Akt/mTOR is a response to metabolic stress in 
order to promote survival. While this strategy seems protective, its prolongation or frequent occurring 
(during aging) will negatively affect the cells through constant activation of mTOR. Although mTOR plays a 
central role in cell proliferation, its constant activation may act as a driving force for neurons to start a cell 
cycle. Whether this crosstalk between PI3K/Akt/mTOR (under OS) and cell cycle re-entry acts as the main 
trigger to start AD pathology is not clear and this is the major focus of this project. The project will use the in 
vitro model of oxidative stress, using cell culture. Assay kits and western blot tests will assess PI3K, Akt 
and mTOR activities and the presence of cell cycle markers, along with measuring the hallmarks of AD (Aβ  
and tau proteins) in all groups in the presence and absence of LY294002 and MK-2206 (specific PI3K and 
Akt inhibitors, respectively). At each stage of experiment, cell viability and neurodegeneration will be 
assessed by MTT. 

Link to more information about researcher or research group:

http://www.flinders.edu.au/neuroscience/lab_nir.html 
https://www.noalzheimer.com 
https://www.facebook.com/NoAlzheimer/ 

http://www.flinders.edu.au/neuroscience/lab_nir.html


College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- How does the microbiome interact with gut cells to regulate 
our metabolism? 

Supervisor's Photo: 

Researcher’s Name:   Prof Damien Keating 
Researcher's Email:   
damien.keating@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Molecular and Cellular 
Physiology Lab 
Location of Project:   Flinders Medical Centre 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
The gut microbiome is a significant regulator of human metabolism. Perturbation of the healthy microbiome 
is linked to a range of clinically important conditions, including obesity and type 2 diabetes. However our 
understanding of how the host and microbiota interact is only in its infancy. Cells lining the gut wall are 
positioned to interact with gut bacteria. This includes enteroendocrine cells, a cell group that collectively 
represents the largest endocrine tissue in our body. Half of these cells, called enterochromaffin (EC) cells, 
synthesise and secrete serotonin (5-HT) and produce 95% of our 5-HT. This 5-HT is an important regulator 
of gut peristalsis as well as whole body metabolism, and the microbiome has been recently shown to 
regulate gut 5-HT production. 

This project is built on our novel discovery that the gut microbiome regulates host metabolism via gut 5-HT. 
Projects are available on a number of themes associated with this discovery. 

We publish regularly in high-impact international journals and are well-funded. Past staff and students of 
our lab have gone onto successful research careers at esteemed research institutes such as Stanford 
University and to positions in Academia and Industry. We are a friendly lab that can provide a supportive 
environment to help develop your career. 

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  

Lab website: http://www.flinders.edu.au/neuroscience/lab_molecular.html 

International Journal of Obesity. 2018 Mar 1 
Molecular Psychiatry. 2016 Jun;21(6):738-48 
Gastroenterology. 2010 138(2):659-70 
Endocrinology, 2017 158(5):1049-1063 
Neurogastroenterology and Motility. 2017 Jun;29(6). 

http://www.flinders.edu.au/neuroscience/lab_nir.html
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BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

 
Project Subject Area(s):- The control of gut hormone release and relationship to 
metabolism and diabetes 
 
 

Supervisor's Photo: 

  

Researcher’s Name:   Prof Damien Keating 
Researcher's Email:   
damien.keating@flinders.edu.au  
 
Research Group Name:   Molecular and Cellular 
Physiology Lab 
Location of Project:   Flinders Medical Centre 

Research Image: 

 

 
Brief Outline of Project: 
Hormone-secreting cells in the gut (called enteroendocrine cells) represent the largest endocrine tissue in 
our body. Yet we know surprisingly little about them in terms of their function. We do know that these cells 
have major effects on our metabolism and are the sites of newly-approved drugs to treat obesity and Type 
2 diabetes. Our group has developed novel methods to examine the function of these cells in humans. 
 
This project will identify how they respond to their environment, including in response to nutrients and the 
microbiome, and how their function changes in human disease such as type 2 diabetes and obesity. We are 
the only group able to perform these investigations internationally, allowing us the chance to lead the world 
in this research area. 
 
We publish regularly in high-impact international journals and are well-funded. Past staff and students of 
our lab have gone onto successful research careers at esteemed research institutes such as Stanford 
University and to positions in Academia and Industry. We are a friendly lab that can provide a supportive 
environment to help develop your career. 
 
 
Link to more information about researcher or research group:   
 
Lab website: http://www.flinders.edu.au/neuroscience/lab_molecular.html  
 
Diabetes, 2017 66(8):2144-2149 
International Journal of Obesity. 2018 Mar 1 
Gastroenterology. 2015 Jul;149(1):253-5 
Endocrinology, 2017 158(5):1049-1063 
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BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

 
Project Subject Area(s):- A single gene target to eliminate diabetes and obesity 
 
 

Supervisor's Photo: 

  

Researcher’s Name:   Prof Damien Keating 
Researcher's Email:   
damien.keating@flinders.edu.au  
 
Research Group Name:   Molecular and Cellular 
Physiology Lab 
Location of Project:   Flinders Medical Centre 

Research Image: 

 
 
Brief Outline of Project: 
For several years we have research the function of a gene called RCAN1. We have published several 
papers demonstrating that RCAN1 controls cell signalling insulin-secretion in patients with Type 2 diabetes, 
and that this increase may be important in driving key changes responsible for this disease. The functional 
mechanisms for this are unknown and would be suitable to a student project. 
 
Further, we now have identified that mice lacking RCAN1 expression (RCAN1 knockout, KO, see image) 
fail to gain weight when placed on a high fat diet when compared to wild-type (WT) mice. RCAN1 appears 
to have a role also in fat cells (adipocytes) and in regulating fat storage. We have been testing a series of 
small molecule inhibitors of RCAN1 which seem to reduce fat storage in adipocytes. Whether these drugs 
work in vivo, and how RCAN1 regulates fat storage and obesity, remain unknown and could be explored by 
a student. 
 
We publish regularly in high-impact international journals and are well-funded. Past staff and students of 
our lab have gone onto successful research careers at esteemed research institutes such as Stanford 
University and to positions in Academia and Industry. We are a friendly lab that can provide a supportive 
environment to help develop your career. 
 
 
Link to more information about researcher or research group:   
 
Lab website: http://www.flinders.edu.au/neuroscience/lab_molecular.html  
 
Key references from our group: 
PLoS Genetics. 2016 May 19;12(5):e1006033. 
Diabetes. 2014 Jan;63(1):3-11. 
Oxid Med Cell Longev. 2014;2014:520316 
Endocrinology. 2012 Nov;153(11):5212-21 
 



College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Circular RNAs as Molecular Biomarkers of Bowel Cancer 

Supervisor's Photo: Researcher’s Name:   Dr Simon Conn; Dr Erin 
Symonds 
Researcher's Email:   simon.conn@flinders.edu.au; 
erin.symonds@sa.gov.au 

Research Group Name:   Molecular Hallmarks of 
Cancer 
Location of Project:   Flinders Centre for Innovation in 
Cancer 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
Colorectal cancer (also known as bowel cancer) is the 2nd most common cancer affecting the Australian 
population. Approximately one-third of all colorectal cancers develop from polyps known as sessile serrated 
polyps. While removal of these polyps is effective in preventing colorectal cancer from developing, these 
lesions are rarely detected because (1) they present on the ascending colon, (2) have a mucous cap and 
are hypo-vascularized so are not detected in the faecal occult blood screen. Therefore, there is a need to 
identify non-invasive biomarkers of this pre-cancerous stage to reduce cancer incidence. 

Circular RNAs, which comprise a recently-discovered family of RNA molecules, are ideal candidates as 
disease biomarkers. Circular RNAs are abundant, and hyperstable compared with other RNAs and are 
released from cells through exosomes or from cell death. Despite circular RNAs being abundant in body 
fluids, including blood and saliva, their abundance in faeces has yet to be determined.  
Leveraging exciting preliminary data identifying specific circular RNAs enriched in diverse colorectal 
cancers, we will initially quantify their abundance in samples provided through a cancer surveillance 
program (the SCOOP program). We will supplement this approach by performing high-throughput RNA-
sequencing on these sessile serrated polyps in the rare cases where they have been found to identify novel 
circRNAs and then quantify these in faecal and blood samples of these patients. This project will assess the 
early diagnostic and prognostic potential for circular RNAs in these clinically-evasive pre-cancerous polyps. 

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
A/Prof. Simon Conn 
http://www.fcic.org.au/Research/Molecular%20Hallmarks%20of%20Cancer/p234.aspx 

Dr. Erin Symonds, Bowel Health Service 
http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/erin.symonds 

http://www.fcic.org.au/Research/Molecular%20Hallmarks%20of%20Cancer/p234.aspx


College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Gastroenterology, Oncology, Cancer Prevention, Biomarkers, 
Diagnostic Tests 

Supervisor's Photo: 
Researcher’s Name:   Dr Erin Symonds 
Researcher's Email:   Erin.Symonds@sa.gov.au   

Research Group Name:   Bowel Health Service 
Location of Project:   Flinders Centre for Innovation in 
Cancer 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
Bowel cancer (also known as colorectal cancer or CRC) is the 2nd most common cancer affecting the 
Australian population, with more than 4000 dying from this disease every year. Research conducted by the 
Bowel Health Service focusses on the prevention of bowel cancer through detecting and removing pre-
cancerous polyps. There are a number of research projects available for students, including analysing 
survey responses, and analysing large sets of data held within our clinical registry database. Examples of 
research projects include: 
• Are patients who are at risk for bowel cancer satisfied with the current level of surveillance that they
receive, and how would they respond to changes in test types?
• What are the best measures for determining that a colonoscopy procedure is of the highest quality?
• Is ongoing surveillance with colonoscopy to prevent bowel cancer appropriate once someone is over 75
years of age?

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/erin.symonds 

http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/erin.symonds


College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Our research focuses on chronic pain originating from internal (visceral) 
organs, with particular emphasis on Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS) and associated chronic pelvic pain 
syndromes. We determine the mechanisms responsible for detecting painful events and how they change 
during acute and chronic pain. It is clear that certain mechanisms are reprogrammed during chronic pain, 
which fail to ‘reset’ back to normal. Overall, understanding how these mechanisms are changed is the first 
step in finding new therapeutic treatments for chronic pain.   

Supervisor's Photo: 

Researcher’s Name:   A/Prof. Stuart Brierley 
Researcher's Email:   stuart.brierley@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Visceral Pain Research Group 
Location of Project:   SAHMRI 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: Mapping shared sensory pathways of pelvic visceral organs. 
Patients with chronic visceral pain conditions such as IBS often experience co-morbid dysfunction of 
adjacent visceral organs, leading to chronic pelvic pain syndromes. This co-morbidity is mediated by the 
shared sensory pathways innervating pelvic visceral organs. It is unclear where such cross-talk occurs, thus 
this project will use neuroanatomical tracing and imaging methods to map the sensory nerve pathways from 
the pelvic organs (such as the colon and bladder) to identify sites where they may overlap. Such 
information will then be used to investigate novel approaches to treat the underlying cause of chronic pelvic 
pain co-morbidities.   

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
http://www.flinders.edu.au/neuroscience/lab_viper.html 

http://www.flinders.edu.au/neuroscience/lab_viper.html


College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Biochemistry and Cell Biology 

Supervisor's Photo: 

Researcher’s Name:   Dr Amy Wyatt 
Researcher's Email:   amy.wyatt@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Protein misfolding and 
inflammation group 
Location of Project:   FMC 6E 139 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
Inflammation and the accumulation of damaged (misfolded) proteins in extracellular fluids are 
characteristics of a very large number of human disorders including Alzheimer’s disease, pre-eclampsia, 
arthritis and atherosclerosis. My research group is focused on elucidating the relationship between protein 
misfolding and inflammation in human disease with a major focus on the role of hypochlorite, a potent 
oxidant that is generated during inflammation.  Hypochlorite-induced protein modifications can (i) induce the 
formation of toxic and/or pro-inflammatory misfolded protein assemblies and (ii) activate extracellular 
protein folding quality control machinery. Honours projects in 2018 will involve (i) the biochemical 
characterisation of hypochlorite-modified human blood proteins using techniques such as electrophoresis 
and chromatography and (ii) investigations of the effect of hypochlorite-modified proteins on cells in vitro. 

Links to more information about researcher or research group:   
https://www.nhmrc.gov.au/nhmrc-in-focus/features/getting-molecular-level-science-inspire-other-women 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/higher-education/immunity-chemical-cleans-up-the-body/news-
story/9cff9aebdfbeab8886989ceb39b97cba 

N.B: Dr Wyatt has recently joined Flinders University, and is no longer based the University of Wollongong

Composite transmission electron 
microscopy image of misfolded proteins in 
complex with a chaperone protein (Cover of 
the Journal of Biological Chemistry, 14th 
August 2009) 



College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s): Microbiome research, early life immunity, vaccine non-specific effects, 
cancer immunotherapy, bioinformatics/systems biology 

Supervisor's Photo: 
Researcher’s Name:   Associate Prof. David Lynn 
Researcher's Email:   david.lynn@sahmri.com 

Research Group Name:   Lynn EMBL Australia Group 
Location of Project:   South Australian Health & Medical 
Research Institute, North Terrace, Adelaide CBD 

Brief Outline of Project: 
The Lynn EMBL Australia group is a multi-disciplinary group that is equally divided between bioinformatics 
and experimental biology. On the wet-lab side the group employs in vitro and in vivo experimental and 
clinical models coupled with systems biology approaches to investigate the interplay between the 
microbiome, vaccines and the immune system. On the bioinformatics side, the group leads the 
development of InnateDB.com, an internationally recognised systems biology platform for innate immunity 
networks (10,000 users worldwide) and a range of other computational biology software and resources. 
David also leads the computational biology aspects of €12 million European Commission funded project 
called PRIMES, which is investigating how to model and subsequently therapeutically target protein 
interaction networks in cancer. The group is currently funded by EMBL Australia; NHMRC and Cancer 
Australia.  

Projects are available in the following areas: 

Investigating how the microbiota regulates immunity in early life. See Lynn et al., Cell Host & Microbe 2018. 
Lynn et al., Journal of Leukocyte Biology 2018.  

The AIR clinical study – a study to investigate the influence of the microbiota on vaccine responses in 
human infants. (A partnership with Women’s and Children’s Hospital) 

Investigating the impact of the microbiome on cancer immunotherapy efficacy and toxicity.  

Vaccine non-specific effects – how do vaccines induce memory responses in the innate immune system. 

Bioinformatics/Computational Biology – developing new tools and approaches for systems level analyses of 
innate immunity and cancer. Previous honour students have gotten first author papers in the leading 
computational biology journals. See Salamon et al., Cell Systems 2018; Goenawan et al., Bioinformatics 
2016. Previous experience in programming is strongly recommended if seeking a purely computational 
biology/bioinformatics project, but mixed wet-lab/bioinformatics projects are a possibility for those without 
programming skills.  

Link to more information about researcher or research group:   
https://www.sahmriresearch.org/our-research/themes/infection-immunity/our-team/david-j-lynn-3 

https://www.sahmriresearch.org/our-research/themes/infection-immunity/our-team/david-j-lynn-3


College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Molecular and chemical drug discovery, enzymology, and the metabolic 
derterminants of cancer. 

Supervisor's Photo: Researcher’s Name:   Dr Benjamin C Lewis 
Researcher's Email:   ben.lewis@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Drug Discovery and Biomolecular 
Research Laboratory 
Location of Project:   Flinders Medical Centre 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
My laboratory has been highly successful in the field of drug discovery and development. We have a strong 
focus of conceiving therapies that tackle the complex issues associated with cancer treatment. I have on 
offer a number of projects that can be adapted to the needs of any potential Honours student. These range 
from projects that can include a vast array of techniques, namely: molecular biology, biochemistry, 
chemistry, enzyme kinetics, computational enzyme/drug modeling, and protein crystallography, to name a 
few. My current projects are related to breast and prostate cancer treatments. Within this area, my 
laboratory utilises miRNA, siRNA, and dose response experiments to better understand the molecular and 
biochemical pathways of cancer progression and metastasis. This provides us with the knowledge to better 
design and refine the treatment options for different cancers. 

I have a strong belief that students should be involved in the design of their respective projects, so they can 
actually come to uni with enthusiasm knowing they are working on a project that they love and want to be 
involved in. 

Feel free to contact me about prospective projects at any time. 

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/ben.lewis       
http://www.flinders.edu.au/medicine/sites/clinical-pharmacology/ 

http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/ben.lewis


College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Cell based analysis of pain modifying compounds 

Supervisor's Photo: Researcher’s Name:   Dr. Dusan Matusica 
Researcher's Email:   
dusan.matusica@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Pain & Pulmonary 
Neurobiology 
Location of Project:   FMC, levels 4 and 6 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
Pain is a significant global health problem and seems to be the most burdensome health issue facing the 
planet– about as costly as diabetes and cancer combined. Every fifth Australian, or 20% of the Australian 
population suffers from chronic pain. An important element in the development of neuropathic pain are 
problems with the function of peripheral nerves. Because neurotrophic factors are not only important for the 
development but also the maintenance of neurons, targeting neurotrophic factors and their signalling 
pathways can restore nerve function and reduce or stop neuropathic pain.  
Blocking the activity of nerve growth factor or enhancing the activity of either glial-derived neurotrophic 
factor or artemin has shown potential for normalizing neuronal activity and attenuating signs of neuropathic 
pain in animal models and clinical studies. Recent advances in understanding how post-translational 
modifications of growth factor receptor p75NTR playing an important role in regulating neuron function. 
That’s why regulation of these mechanisms is the current focus of our research. This receptor is also a 
target for new generations of drugs, which modulate the noxious signalling pathways associated with pain. 
The aim of this project is to develop an in-vitro assay for the screening of peptides with potential therapeutic 
potential using sensory neuron cell lines with the aim of establishing a standardised functional readout 
based on biochemical and histological analysis. Methods in use include, cell culture, basic pharmacology, 
immunohistochemistry, Western blotting, brightfield and confocal microscopy and qRT-PCR. 

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
http://www.flinders.edu.au/neuroscience/lab_pain.html 

http://www.flinders.edu.au/neuroscience/lab_pain.html


maria@emkaydesignjewels.com 

College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Motor Neuron Disease Treatments 

Supervisor's 
Photo: 

Dr Mary-Louise Rogers   
mary-
louise.rogers@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   
Motor Neuron Disease & 
Neurotrophic Research 
Laboratory 
Location of Project: 
 Room 6E140, FMC, Phone 
82045320; mob 0400152991 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
There are no effective treatments for motor neuron disease (MND).  
Our lab has developed a novel way to deliver gene therapy to motor neurons in rodent models of motor 
neuron disease involving conjugating antibodies to DNA carrier molecules (see picture and Rogers et al., 
2018; Rogers et al., 2014). This novel honours project will involve determining the level of gene therapy that 
can be delivered to motor neurons in MND mouse models that can be achieved. You will learn animal 
handling, immunohistochemistry, counting neurons and some PCR techniques. All the techniques 
undertaken have been developed in our laboratory. 

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/mary-louise.rogers 

https://scholar.google.com.au/citations?user=PCZJdzcAAAAJ&hl=en 

Rogers M-L, Smith KS, Matusica D, Fenech M, Hoffman L, Rush RA, Voelcker NH. Non-viral gene therapy 
that targets motor neurons in vivo. Frontiers in Molecular Neuroscience 2014;7:80.. 

Rogers et al., Non-viral gene therapy that targets motor neurons in vivo p10-21- Published in Tosolini, A. P., 
Smith, G. M., eds. (2018). Gene Therapy for the Central and Peripheral Nervous System. Lausanne: 
Frontiers Media. doi: 10.3389/978-2-88945-475-42018 

http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/mary-louise.rogers


College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Targeting chromosomal instability in late stage cancers 

Supervisor's Photo: 

Researcher’s Name:   Stephen Gregory 
Researcher's Email:   
stephen.gregory@flinders.edu.au      

Research Group Name:   Gregory lab 
Location of Project:   FCIC 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
Using chromosomal instability to target cancer 
Cancers are cells that not only divide too much, but also usually divide unstably, gaining and losing 
chromosomes. This chromosomal instability is not seen in normal dividing cells, so it may be an ideal 
chemotherapy target - something that we can affect in the cancer without hurting normal cells. 
Using the advantages of Drosophila genetics, we have screened for gene knockouts that can kill unstably 
dividing cells, but not normal ones. We have found several ways to specifically kill cells with 
chromosomal instability, including targeting the JNK pathway, centrosomes or cell metabolism. We are 
now working to explain why unstably dividing cells are sensitive to these processes, and how we can best 
target them. We think there is a set of proteins that can detect when mitosis has gone wrong, and that these 
give a stress signal to the cell, to encourage it to die if necessary or at least stop dividing. We want to 
characterize this pathway to allow us to drive it to prevent the growth of aneuploid cancers.   

Link to more information about researcher or research group: 
My lab has recently moved here from Adelaide Uni  - you can see details of our work there: 
https://biological.adelaide.edu.au/research/cell-division-cancer/ 

https://biological.adelaide.edu.au/research/cell-division-cancer/


College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Biochemistry, proteomics, lipidomics, haematological malignancies, 
leukaemia, flow cytometry 

Supervisor's Photo: Researcher’s Name:   Dr. Lauren Thurgood 
Researcher's Email:   
lauren.thurgood@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   CLL Research Team 
Location of Project:   Haematology Department, 
Flinders Medical Centre 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
My research interest is in haematological malignancies, with a particular focus on chronic 
lymphocytic leukaemia (CLL). CLL is the most common leukaemia in Australia. It is characterised 
by a highly variable disease course. Some patients survive for several decades evading treatment, 
whilst others rapidly succumb to the disease. The disease is typified by the accumulation of 
mature, non-functional B-cells in the blood and primary lymphoid organs. These non-functional B-
cells do not participate in the immune response, and patients frequently suffer serious infectious 
complications. 

My preliminary work has shown that CLL cells appear to preferentially use lipids as their primary 
energy source and have altered metabolic pathways involving lipolysis/lipogenesis. There is also 
evidence in the CLL literature that the gene expression of CLL cells is similar to that of adipocytes. 
We have investigated the lipidome in CLL and made several interesting observations.  

The basis of this honours project would to further expand on these observations in cell and animal 
models of CLL, as well as primary patient samples. The project options are varied and can be 
tailored based on the student’s skills and interests.  

Some potential honours projects include: 

* The role of lipids in CLL disease progression. This will involve varied techniques including
visualising lipid uptake/trafficking using live-cell confocal microscopy and quantitation of lipid
uptake using flow cytometry.
* The role of lipids in activation of intracellular signalling pathways (in both primary patient samples
and cell lines) using mass spectrometry
* The role of glyco- and phospholipids in disease progression and treatment resistance
* The link between cholesterol trafficking/uptake and CLL progression using confocal microscopy
* Identifying protein changes that occur to CLL cells after response to therapy (using both primary
patient samples and cell lines)

University staff page can be accessed at: http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/lauren.thurgood 

http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/lauren.thurgood


College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Brain Science, Neuroscience and Physiology 

Supervisor's Photo: 

Researcher’s Name:   Yoichiro (YoYo) Otsuka 
Researcher's Email:   yoichiro.otsuka@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Integrative Neuroscience Lab 
Location of Project:   6E410 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
Our lab is pursuing the brain fear circuitry for psychogenic autonomic responses, by combining state-of-the-
art biotechnological techniques with conscious/ anaesthetised animal physiological and neuroanatomical 
experiments. 

Emotions are a part of essential biological functions that are needed to enable animals to forage for food, 
reproduce, and thus survive in wild environments. Emotionally significant events trigger complex sets of 
behavioural responses, which are integrated with dynamic physiological changes that allow adaptation to 
stressful events. Changes sometimes exceed the regulatory range, leading to states of illness. Indeed, 
patients with mental illness show a high prevalence of metabolic syndrome and cardiovascular diseases. 
The physiological principles that underlie psychogenic diseases are one of the big mysteries in today’s 
fields of physiology, neuroscience and biological psychiatry. To understand the principles, it is crucial to 
establish a brain fear/emotion circuit via which emotional signals trigger these dynamic physiological 
responses [1]. Our lab has addressed this black box [2,3].  

Experiments will be conducted in experimental animals (rats/mice). The project will investigate whether 
activation or inhibition of neurons in a specific brain area alters stress-associated physiological changes. 
Miniature probes will be chronically implanted for recording bio-physiological signals. To control brain 
neurons activity, particular exogenous protein will be expressed in the neurons by genetic alteration using 
adeno-associated viral vectors and transgenic animals 

Methods and Major equipment/techniques: The project will fall into Brain Neuroscience research field. 
Honours students will have opportunities to learn general animal surgery and the following significant 
techniques; 1) Recording bio-physiological signals such as brain and heart electrical signals, and body 
temperature in conscious live animals, 2) Controlling neuronal activity with state-of-the-art techniques 
including Optogenetics [4] and Designer Receptors Exclusively Activated by Designer Drugs (DREADD) [5]. 
3) Computer programming to analyse bio-physiological signal data.

Key References:  
1. Mohammed M et al., Brown adipose tissue thermogenesis contributes to emotional hyperthermia in a resident rat
suddenly confronted with an intruder rat. Am J Physiol Regul Integr Comp Physiol. 306(6):R394-400 (2014)
2. Mohammed,M et al., Lateral habenula regulation of emotional hyperthermia: mediation via the medullary raphé. Sci
Rep. 2017,7(1):4102
3. Ootsuka Y et al. Activation of the habenula complex evokes autonomic physiological responses similar to those
associated with emotional stress. Physiol Rep 2015, 3(2). pii: e12297
4. Karl Deisseroth, Optogenetics, Nature Methods 8, 26–29 (2011)
5. Dong,S.,et al., A chemical-genetic approach for precise spatio-temporal control of cellular signaling. Molecular
bioSystems 6, 1376-80 (2010)

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
http://www.flinders.edu.au/neuroscience/lab_integrative.html 
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Youichirou_Ootsuka  

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Youichirou_Ootsuka


College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Medical Virology 

Supervisor's Photo: 
Researcher’s Name:   A/Professor Jillian Carr 
Researcher's Email:   jill.carr@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Virology Research Labs 
Location of Project:   Room 5D-316, Microbiology and 
Infectious Disease, College of Medicine and Public Health 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
The Virology Research Laboratory is focused on understanding the virus-host interaction that can lead to 
viral disease. Two viruses of recent focus have been dengue and zika viruses – both mosquito-borne 
viruses that are of global significance. Our laboratory uses a combination of cellular and molecular 
approaches to investigate what happens when a virus infects a cell.  We use in vitro methods such as 
primary cell culture of cell types such as blood-derived macrophages, endothelial cells that line the blood 
vessels and cells derived from the eye and can infect these cells in culture. We analyse infection by RT-
PCR, specialised viral assays and immunofloresence, as shown in the image. Additionally, we investigate 
changes in gene expression by techniques such as RT-PCR, ELISA, IF and for genes mainly of the innate 
immune system, such as the complement system and interferon stimulated genes. An honours project will 
be on offer in 2019, utilising techniques as above but with the specifics dependent on on-going research 
results in the areas described in the page links below.  

Link to more information about researcher or research group:   
Flinders University staff page, http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/jill.carr 

Laboratory research page, www.flinders.edu.au/medicine/sites/microbiology/virology/research.cfm 

See Google scholar for recent publications, 
https://scholar.google.com.au/citations?user=HdsCukAAAAAJ&hl=en 

http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/jill.carr


College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):-  Pain-sensing neuron proteomics 

Supervisor's Photo: 

Researcher’s Name:   Prof Rainer Viktor Haberberger 
Researcher's Email:   rainer.haberberger@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Pain & Pulmonary Neurobiology 
Location of Project:   FMC, levels 4 and 6 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
PAIN is a significant global health problem and seems to be the most burdensome health issue facing the 
planet– about as costly as diabetes and cancer combined. Every fifth Australian, or 20% of the Australian 
population suffers from chronic pain. Low back pain, migraine, diabetic neuropathy or post-herpetic 
neuropathy (after infection with shingles), reflect the heterogeneity of chronic pain. These diseases lead to 
pain that differs in intensity, underlying mechanism and response to treatment. A significant number of 
patients are not treated with effective therapies because we cannot really measure pain.  
BIOSENSOR DEVELOPMENT presents a significant unmet need in the management of pain since 
effective management of patients is dependent on how fast we can figure out what causes the pain and on 
our ability to monitor if a treatment works or not.  
OUR AIM is to develop a biosensor to “measure” pain in humans. We have already shown that 50B11 cells 
recognize serum from rats that suffer from chronic pain but do not respond to serum from healthy rats.  
THIS PROJECT will aim to figure out what the cells detected in serum. Cells will be cultured, amino acids 
labelled with stable isotopes (SILAC), labelled and stimulated with “pain serum”. Then we will look for 
phosphorylated proteins that changed in the cells using mass-spectrometry analysis which will be 
performed in the Flinders proteomics facility. Methods used in the project include cell culture, basic 
pharmacology and immunohistochemistry.   

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
http://www.flinders.edu.au/neuroscience/lab_pain.html 



College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Areas: Cancer Cell Signalling and Cell Biology. 

Supervisor's Photo: 
Researcher’s Name:   Janni Petersen 
Researcher's Email:   
Janni.Petersen@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Environmental 
control of cell growth and division 
Location of Project:   Flinders Centre for 
Innovation in Cancer 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
Title: Environmental control of cell growth and cell division: relevance to cancer 

Cancer is a disease of inappropriate cell growth and cell division. Cancer cells migrate to colonize new 
parts of the body, here they undergo cell division in environments with limited nutrient supply and therefore 
cancer cells are frequently nutritionally stressed. The Target of Rapamycin (TOR) signaling pathway co-
ordinates cell division with available nutrients and importantly altered TOR signaling has been linked to 80% 
of cancers. We exploit the simplicity of single celled organisms with strong genetics to understand the 
principles of TOR signaling and identify key conserved regulations of this pathway, which we go on to 
further characterize and validate in human cells. In shedding light on the mechanisms behind environmental 
and TOR pathway control of cell division we aim to target this signaling pathway in human cancers.  

The student will gain experience with a range of techniques including mammalian tissue cultures, cell 
biology and genetics, Biochemistry including: SDS-PAGE, western blotting immuno-precipitations, kinase 
assayʼs. Molecular biology including: PCR, DNA cloning and DNA sequencing. Immuno-fluorescence 
microscopy and live cell imaging. 

Key References:  
Davie, E , Forte G, and Petersen, J. Nitrogen regulates AMPK to control TORC1 signaling. 
Current Biology. 2015 16:445-454 

Davie, E and Petersen, J. Environmental control of cell size at division. Current Opinion in Cell 
Biology. 2012 24:838–844 

Petersen, J. and Nurse, P. TOR signaling regulates mitotic commitment through the stress 
MAP kinase pathway and the Polo and Cdc2 kinases. Nature Cell Biology. 9: 1263 – 1272. 2007 

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/janni.petersen 

http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/janni.petersen


College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Regulation of pain sensitivity in the female reproductive tract 

Researcher’s Name:   Christine Barry 
Researcher's Email:   Christine.barry@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Anatomy and cell signalling 
Location of Project:   FMC 

Brief Outline of Project: 
Communication between neurons and immune cells in the female reproductive tract has recently been 
implicated in pain disorders such as endometriosis and vulvodynia, a common cause of sexual dysfunction. 

This project aims to identify nerve-immune cell interactions that contribute to altered growth and sensitivity 
of sensory nerves in the female reproductive tract. 

Currently there is an apparent mismatch between the known pathology of vulvodynia, including vaginal 
hyper-innervation and nociceptor sensitisation, and the recommended first-line treatment, psychological 
interventions. Development of effective, targeted interventions has been impeded by lack of reproducible 
models. 

We recently established a new, highly reproducible model that will enable us to study the 
pathophysiological mechanisms involved in vulvodynia. 

Two projects are available and will suit students with interests in neuroscience and pain. Students will be 
co-supervised by Prof. Rainer Haberberger. Please contact us if you would like to meet and we are happy 
to provide further details. 

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/christine.barry 
http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/rainer.haberberger 

http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/christine.barry


College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s): Neural mechanisms underlying motion vision 

Supervisor's Photo: 

Researcher’s Name:   Karin Nordström 
Researcher's Email:   
Karin.nordstrom@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Motion Vision 
Location of Project:   FMC 6E.122 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
Animal sensory systems are optimally adapted to those features typically encountered in natural surrounds, 
thus allowing neurons that have a limited bandwidth to encode almost impossibly large input ranges. In the 
Motion Vision lab we work on the neuronal mechanisms underlying the detection of motion vision. We use 
hoverflies as a model species. Despite having compound eyes, the insect brain processes vision in a very 
similar way to the vertebrate visual cortex. Hoverflies are largely visually guided, like humans.  

The honours student would learn to use electrophysiology to study visual neurons inside the hoverfly’s 
central nervous system. By correlating the responses with what the hoverfly is seeing on a high-resolution 
screen, we can decipher the underlying mechanisms and algorithms. Besides electrophysiology, the 
student will also learn how to write analysis code in Matlab. 

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  

http://hoverflyvision.weebly.com/ 

Dyakova, O, Lee, Y-J, Longden KD, Kiselev, VG and Nordström, K (2015) “A higher-order visual neuron 
tuned to the spatial amplitude spectra of natural scenes” Nature Comm 6: 8522  

De Haan, R, Lee, Y-J and Nordström, K (2013) “Novel flicker-sensitive visual circuit neurons inhibited by 
stationary patterns”, J Neurosci, 33 (21): 8980-8989.  

Lee, Y-J and Nordström, K (2012) “Higher order motion sensitivity in fly visual circuits”. PNAS, 109 (22): 
8758-8763.  

http://hoverflyvision.weebly.com/
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BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s): What multi-modal factors attract wild pollinators to their food sources 
(flowers)? 

Supervisor's Photo: 

Researcher’s Name:   Karin Nordström 
Researcher's Email:   
Karin.nordstrom@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Motion Vision 
Location of Project:   FMC 6E.122 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
The world’s bee and bumblebee populations are declining, though an estimated 30-80% of our crops are 
directly dependent on insects for pollination. Preserving and promoting wild pollinators is therefore crucial 
for sustainable agriculture. In addition to maintaining natural habitats and reducing pesticide use, an 
increased understanding of why and how wild pollinators utilize certain sources will allow us to propose 
efficient planting and maintenance strategies that maximize crop pollination. Hoverflies are ecologically 
important alternative pollinators and provide an extremely valuable alternative to the world’s wavering bee 
populations. 

Together with Shannon Olsson at the National Centre for Biological Sciences in Bangalore we utilize a 
multimodal and multivariate approach to determine the cues that attract hoverflies to specific flowers. We 
have a unique ability to measure multimodal parameters on a very local scale. Our data suggests that a 
combination of visual, chemical, and abiotic cues create an optimal hoverfly signature for increased 
attraction to certain flowers. After quantitatively characterizing this signature at sites in Uppsala (Sweden), 
Bangalore (India) and the Himalayas, we have tested our hypotheses using artificial lures, which really do 
attract hoverflies.  

During this project the honours student will collect multi-modal parameters in the field, and use this to 
determine the optimal Adelaide signature for a hoverfly searching for a flower. The multimodal variables 
include the color, shape and size of visited flowers, olfactory cues, and abiotic information. The attractive 
cues can then be tested on captive hoverflies under more controlled condtions in the lab. 

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  

http://hoverflyvision.weebly.com/projects.html 

Nordström, K, Dahlbom, J, Pragadheesh, V S, Ghosh, S, Olsson, A, Dyakova, O, Krishna, S, Olsson, S 
(2017) “In situ modeling of multimodal floral cues attracting wild pollinators across environments” PNAS 
114(50): 13218-13223 

http://hoverflyvision.weebly.com/projects.html
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BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- The gut microbiome and metabolic disease 

Supervisor's Photo: 
Researcher’s Name:   Prof Geraint Rogers 
Researcher's Email:   geraint.rogers@sahmri.com 

Research Group Name: SAHMRI Microbiome Research 
Location of Project:   Flinders Medical Centre/ SAHMRI 
North Terrace 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
The microbes that inhabit the gastrointestinal tract have emerged as an important regulator of human 
metabolism. Diet-associated changes in gut bacteria have now been implicated in the development of a 
range of conditions that increasingly define the health of the Australian population. These include obesity, 
metabolic syndrome, fatty liver disease, and type 2 diabetes. The association between an altered gut 
microbiome and the risk of these conditions is thought to be mediated by the development of a chronic 
inflammatory state.  
SAHMRI Microbiome Research has identified a number of compounds that disrupt the interaction between 
diet, altered gut microbiology, and systemic host immunity. These compounds have the potential to be 
translated into novel therapies for people at high risk of metabolic disease.  
The research project will involve the use of a mouse model of metabolic disease in which a high dietary 
intake of saturated fat, replicating a key risk factor for humans. These mice will be treated with either one of 
the novel compounds or a vehicle control. The impact of treatment on the gut microbiome will be assessed 
by a combination of metabolomic and metagenomic sequencing analysis. These changes will be related to 
host physiology through a range of metabolic and immunological assays.  

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
34T 
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BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Characterising the gut resistome through metagenomic sequencing 

Supervisor's Photo: 
Researcher’s Name:   Prof Geraint Rogers 
Researcher's Email:   geraint.rogers@sahmri.com 

Research Group Name: SAHMRI Microbiome Research 
Location of Project:   Flinders Medical Centre/ SAHMRI 
North Terrace 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
The “resistome” is the collection of all the antibiotic resistance genes and their precursors in a bacterial 
system. This can include mobile genetic elements that can be readily acquired by pathogens during 
antibiotic therapy through horizontal transfer from commensal reservoirs. In complex microbial systems, 
such as exist in the human gut, predicting whether an antibiotic treatment will be successful therefore 
requires the resistome to be assessed. Resistome analysis at a human population level can also provide 
insight into changing levels of resistance carriage, which can be related to antibiotic stewardship or 
prescription practices. 
The complexity of human-associated bacterial systems such as the gut microbiome, means that assessing 
the carriage of resistance genes is impossible using traditional culture-based approaches. Moreover, many 
of the species present cannot be readily grown in the laboratory. Instead, shotgun metagenomic 
sequencing, an approach than characterising all DNA present within a sample, can be employed, with 
specific resistance genes identified using bioinformatic tools.  
The project will involve applying both bioinformatic and laboratory-based techniques to metagenomic 
sequence data generated from a range of human populations. In this way, the composition of the resistome 
will be determined, and related to risk factors, including antibiotic exposure, demographics, and diet.   

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
34T 
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BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Investigating NADPH oxidases in cataract 

Supervisor's Photo: Researcher’s Name: Dr Shiwani Sharma 
Researcher's Email: shiwani.sharma@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name: Molecular Ophthalmology 
Laboratory, Flinders Centre for Ophthalmology, Eye and 
Vision Research 
Location of Project: Flinders Medical Centre, Room 4D322 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
Cataract, a vision impairing opacity of the lens in the eye, is common among the elderly. Although cataract 
can be treated with surgery, it remains the major cause of blindness in the world. This is both due to 
increased life expectancy, and inadequate access to treatment in some parts of the world. Delay or 
prevention of cataract development can reduce the burden of cataract and related blindness. This project 
aims to investigate the role of NADPH oxidases, reactive oxygen species producing enzymes, in cataract 
development to determine their suitability as targets for developing delaying or preventative strategies for 
cataract. The role of NADPH oxidases in cataract development will be investigated in a mouse model of 
UV-induced cataract; UV radiation exposure such as from sunlight increases the risk of cataract in humans. 
The work in this project will involve inducing cataract in mice by UV exposure, and comparing gene and 
protein expression changes and biochemical changes between lenses of UV exposed and unexposed 
mouse lenses. The techniques that will be used in the project include live animal handling, eye examination 
in mice, animal tissue collection, RNA and protein extraction, quantitative RT-PCR, western blotting, 
reactive oxygen species and enzyme activity assays, and statistical data analysis. 

Link to more information about researcher or research group: 
http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/shiwani.sharma 

mailto:shiwani.sharma@flinders.edu.au
http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/shiwani.sharma
http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/shiwani.sharma
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BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Cancer, Breath Analysis 

Supervisor's Photo: Researcher’s Name:   Dr Roger Yazbek & A/Prof Eng 
Hooi Ooi 
Researcher's Email:   roger.yazbek@flinders.edu.au & 
eng.ooi@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   South Australian Breath Analysis 
Research (SABAR) Laboratories 
Location of Project:   Flinders Medical Centre 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
The South Australian Breath Analysis Research (SABAR) Laboratory is a cutting-edge facility in Australia, 
developing novel breath tests for the non-invasive detection of cancer, disease and gastrointestinal 
dysfunction.  

Head and neck cancer is the sixth most common cancer world-wide; however, current diagnostic methods 
are invasive and costly, leading to late diagnosis and poor prognosis. Early detection of this cancer can 
significantly  improve the chances of long term survival. Breath analysis represents an exciting new 
paradigm for the early detection of cancer. Active breath tests are dependent on the ingestion of a specific 
isotopically labelled substrate, whose subsequent metabolism and incorporation into CO2 can be quantified 
in the exhaled breath. In contrast, passive breath tests are a measure of all possible compounds 
(predominantly volatile organic compounds) that are exhaled on the breath, and may be related to altered 
states of health or disease.  

Using Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometry and Selected Ion Flow Tube-Mass Spectrometry, you will use head 
and neck cancer cell lines to investigate the selectivity of novel breath test approaches for this group of 
cancers. By introducing different metabolic challenges to the cells, you will begin to delineate the underlying 
mechanisms associated with the release of volatile organic compounds in cancer cells. 

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/roger.yazbek 

http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/eng.ooi 

http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/roger.yazbek
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BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Biochemistry, Cell Biology and Molecular Biology 

Supervisor's Photo: Researcher’s Name:   Prof. Briony Forbes 
Researcher's Email:   
briony.forbes@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Proteins in 
Metabolism and Cancer 
Location of Project:   Flinders Medical Centre 
6E109 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Projects: 
We aim to develop novel treatments for diabetes and cancer through understanding the basic mechanism 
by which insulin and insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-I) bind and activate their receptors (the insulin receptor 
and the IGF-1R) to promote metabolic control, cell growth and survival. Surprisingly we lack fundamental 
information as to how insulin and IGF-I interact with their receptors to promote the key conformational 
changes required to activate the receptor tyrosine kinase domains and subsequent downstream signaling 
pathways. We will probe this interaction by making novel mutants of the ligands and the receptors and then 
testing these in cell based assays for their abilities to promote downstream insulin receptor or IGF-1R 
signalling. This will allow us to understand in detail which interactions between the ligands and the 
receptors are key for promoting specific receptor activation outcomes. Ultimately this information will allow 
us to create novel improved insulins for the treatment of diabetes and IGF inhibitors for the treatment of 
cancers that are dependent on IGF signaling for growth and survival. 

Our lab is also taking a comparative biology approach to discover new mechanisms for controlling blood 
glucose, with the aim to generate new treatments for diabetes. This includes studying proteins involved in 
metabolism in species such as monotremes (platypus and echidna) as well as cone snails. We collaborate 
with geneticists, chemists and structural biologists to develop molecules with new properties based on our 
findings from these comparative biology studies. 

During honours the following methods and techniques will be used: Molecular biology techniques such as 
PCR (polymerase chain reaction) and cloning; Protein expression and purification; Cell culture; Western 
blotting; data analysis and interpretation. You would study under the guidance of Professor Forbes and the 
experienced research assistant and PhD students in the laboratory. 

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
https://www.flinders.edu.au/neuroscience/lab_proteins.htm 

https://www.flinders.edu.au/neuroscience/lab_proteins.htm
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BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Quality Use of Biosimilars 

Supervisor's Photo: 

Researcher’s Name:   David Lim 
Researcher's Email:   d.lim@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   34T 
Location of Project:   34T 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
Background: The cost of providing health care has increased significantly worldwide, efficient and effective 
cost-containment measures are desired. The use of generic (small molecule) pharmaceuticals is of interest 
to policy makers because generics are usually cheaper than originators, hence, they contribute to a 
sustainable health system. Similarly, cost savings are expected from the increased use of (larger molecule, 
biological, protein-based) biosimilars which is estimated to be worth US$67bn by 2020. Unlike the small 
molecule generic pharmaceutical it is not possible to deduce from the molecular structure of biosimilars or 
ascertain with certainty from preclinical and animal trials the likelihood of adverse medication events. The 
antibody response induced by a biosimilar may have a different character and clinical consequence as 
compared to that of the innovator. We hypothesise that establishment of early pharmacosurveillance of 
biosimilar use will reduce avoidable, unplanned hospital admission and presentation for medication 
misadventure.  

Aim: To understand factors that influence pharmacovigilance and risk management of biosimilars. 
Methods: Systematic review of published literature. 
Outcome: Peer-reviewed publication. This project will build on the research consortium policy work in this 
area.  

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
Background information about what is biosimilars, see for example, 
https://search.informit.com.au/documentSummary;dn=295852761863296;res=IELHEA 



College of Medicine 
& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Efficiency in Emergency Department: to care for the right patient in the 
right place at the right time 

Supervisor's Photo: Researcher’s Name:   David Lim 
Researcher's Email:   d.lim@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Flinders University Rural Health 
SA, Queensland Centre for Emergency and Disaster 
Management 
Location of Project:   34T 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
Each year, on average, one in three people will attend an Emergency Department (ED). Hence the ED is a 
significant and high profile component of Australia’s healthcare system, and attracts considerable public 
attention especially with regards to ED performance. Like many high-income countries, the demand for ED 
in Australia has been increasing by over 3% per annum. This has placed considerable restraint on the ED 
performance and threatened patient safety. Innovative models to reduce ED demands have been trialled 
but there have been little changes to overall ED performance. Programs which have reported short-term 
success in curtailing ED demands highlight the importance of addressing patients’ needs and preference, 
and the alternate ED providers’ capacity and preference. A major focus of the public discourse on ED 
demand has been the use and integration of primary healthcare, based on the assumption that between 10-
25% of ED presentations are potentially avoidable if patients’ access to appropriate primary healthcare 
services were enhanced. However, this requires not only improved access but also appropriateness of 
care, what is not known at the moment is the extent of the potential for diversion of low-acuity ED patients 
to primary healthcare and the cost-benefits of such policy and funding changes required, particularly in the 
South Australian context. There is a need to better understand ED patients’ needs and capacity constraint 
so as to effect delivery of accessible, affordable, efficient and responsive services. This project proposes to 
build on our existing works in other jurisdictions to validate, quantify and provide viable alternatives to low-
acuity and non-urgent ED demand in South Australia. The research questions are: what influences the 
choice made by patients between ED and primary healthcare for low-acuity illness, and what are the viable 
primary healthcare alternatives?  

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
http://emergencyfoundation.org.au/projects/reducing-emergency-department-demand-expanded-primary-
healthcare-practice/ 
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& Public Health 

BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Clinical Research - Cancer 

Supervisor's Photo: 

Researcher’s Name:   A/Prof Eng Ooi 
Researcher's Email:   eng.ooi@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name: 
   Flinders ENT Research Group 
Location of Project:   ENT Dept, FMC 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
Head and Neck Cancer Treatment Outcomes 
A cancer database is important to monitor and audit the outcomes for a patient undergoing 
treatment for head and neck cancer (HNC). The outcomes include treatment related mortality and 
complications, and patient quality of life (QOL). The ENT Department prospectively collects 
information on HNC sub-type, treatment and QOL from patients in a paper based format. Allied 
health assessments before, during and after treatment are collected separately by speech 
pathology, audiology and dietetics departments. A new web-based database (ENVIDO) is to be 
developed and trialled during 2018/19 with enhanced data collection, accessibility, analysis and 
reporting functions. This will be utilised to oversee individual HNC patient treatment progress and 
analyse the efficacy and types of complications associated with various treatment strategies. 

There are opportunities for multiple Honours student projects, each on a different HNC sub-type. 
• HN cancer sub-type (eg oral, larynx, oropharyngeal, parotid, unknown primary).
• Prepare a literature review on treatment strategies and outcomes.
• Participate in design, clinical trial and evaluation of ENVIDO clinical data entry forms and
the data quality reports.
• Case note review to generate 1, 3 and 5yr follow-up outcomes, with analysis based on
stage and treatment
• Prepare draft manuscript and conference presentation.

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/eng.ooi 

http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/eng.ooi
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BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Investigation of falls risk in obstructive sleep apnea 

Supervisor's Photo: 

Researcher’s Name:   David Stevens 
Researcher's Email:   david.stevens@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Adelaide Institute for Sleep Health 
Location of Project:   AISH Sleep Laboratory 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
In 2017, over 6000 patients were admitted to hospital due to falls related injuries in the Southern Adelaide 
area. Current risk factors for falls include age, gender, low muscle strength, and poor visual acuity. 
Recently, obstructive sleep apnea (OSA), which is characterised by a frequent decrease and/or cessation 
of breathing during sleep, has been proposed as a further risk factor for falls, independent of other risk 
factors.  

This project will use gold-standard measures of both falls risk (FallScreen©) and sleep (polysomnography) 
to provide insight to the relationship between OSA and falls risk. Furthermore, this project will attempt to 
address whether treatment of OSA, by continuous positive airway pressure, reduces falls risk.  

This project is in collaboration with the falls researchers at the College of Nursing and Health Sciences, and 
falls specialists at the 4th Generation Rehabilitation Clinic, Flinders Medical Centre. This project would be 
ideal for those seeking to undertake further research in this area, or pursue a career in medicine or allied 
health.  

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
http://www.adelaidesleephealth.org.au/ 

http://www.adelaidesleephealth.org.au/
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BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Human upper airway physiology to investigate the causes of and new 
treatments for sleep disordered breathing 

Supervisor's Photo: Researcher’s Name:   Danny Eckert 
Researcher's Email:   danny.eckert@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Adelaide Institute for Sleep Health 
(AISH) 
Location of Project:   AISH Sleep Laboratory 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
The Adelaide Institute for Sleep Health research team works alongside the Sleep Health Service, Southern 
Adelaide Local Health Network, to provide multi-disciplinary research relevant to a broad range of clinical 
and other sleep problems. AISH is one of the leading clinical research laboratories in Australia with major 
research interests in clinical sleep research, respiratory physiology, sensory and reflex processes in sleep, 
neurocognitive performance, insomnia and noise disturbance effects on sleep.  

Professor Danny Eckert is excited to return to AISH in early 2019 after ~6 productive years in Boston and 
another ~6 years in Sydney. In collaboration with other members of the AISH team, there will be a number 
of projects on offer aimed at improving understanding of obstructive sleep apnoea and respiratory disease 
pathophysiology, identification of novel therapeutic targets, and development of new-targeted therapies as 
part of a comprehensive translational research program. A variety of experimental approaches will be used 
to measure upper airway neuromuscular control and respiratory mechanics in humans to advance 
knowledge of basic mechanisms through to multicentre clinical trials to test new therapies including 
pharmacotherapies.  

Students interested in clinical sleep research and/or human respiratory/sleep physiology are encouraged to 
check the website for more information, and to contact one of the AISH research team members to discuss 
potential honours projects in more detail. 

Link to more information about researcher or research group:   
www.adelaidesleephealth.org.au/research_and_volunteering/current_projects 

www.adelaidesleephealth.org.au/research_and_volunteering/current_projects
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BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Human upper airway physiology in sleep 

Supervisor's Photo: Researcher’s Name:    Jayne Carberry 
Researcher's Email:   jayne.carberry@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Adelaide Institute for Sleep Health 
Location of Project:   AISH Sleep Laboratory 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
The Adelaide Institute for Sleep Health (AISH) research team works alongside the Sleep Health Service, 
Southern Adelaide Local Health Network, to provide multi-disciplinary research relevant to a broad range of 
clinical and other sleep problems. AISH is one of the leading clinical research laboratories in Australia with 
major research interests in clinical sleep research, respiratory physiology, sensory and reflex processes in 
sleep, neurocognitive performance, insomnia and noise disturbance effects on sleep.  

Dr. Carberry is excited to join the AISH team in October 2018; her research focuses of various aspects 
upper airway physiology and the sleep and breathing disorder, obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) in humans. 
She uses neurophysiological techniques to study human upper airway muscle activity and airway 
mechanics during wakefulness and sleep. Her projects look at mechanisms of upper airway muscle 
dysfunction, a key pathophysiological cause for sleep apnoea. Other projects include novel 
pharmacological approaches for targeted therapy in OSA.   

Link to more information about researcher or research group:   
www.adelaidesleephealth.org.au/research_and_volunteering/current_projects 

www.adelaidesleephealth.org.au/research_and_volunteering/current_projects
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BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Sleep and Respiratory Physiology and Medicine 

Supervisor's Photo: 
Researcher’s Name:   Peter Catcheside 
Researcher's Email:   peter.catcheside@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Adelaide Institute for Sleep Health 
Location of Project:   AISH Sleep Laboratory 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
The Adelaide Institute for Sleep Health (AISH) is one of the leading sleep research laboratories in Australia 
with major research interests in clinical sleep research, respiratory physiology, sensory and reflex 
processes in sleep, neurocognitive performance, insomnia and noise disturbance effects on sleep. Through 
collaborations with the College of Science and Engineering, College of Education, Psychology and Social 
Work, the Cooperative Research Centre (CRC) for Alertness, Safety and Productivity 
(www.alertnesscrc.com), and other initiatives, AISH research is focussed on understanding mechanisms 
underpinning sleep and respiratory problems, and developing new methods to improve outcomes for 
patients through better personalised treatments tailored to individual variability in underlying problem 
causes and consequences. 

Potential Honours projects could 
a) use a new quantitative method for assessing breathing effort to better understand interactions between
respiratory disturbances and fragmented sleep
b) examine physiological disturbances associated with noise exposure during sleep
c) investigate other aspects of sleep physiology.

Students interested in clinical sleep research and/or human respiratory/sleep physiology are encouraged to 
check the website for more information, and to contact one of the AISH research team members to discuss 
potential honours projects in more detail. 

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
www.adelaidesleephealth.org.au/research_and_volunteering/current_projects 
www.flinders.edu.au/people/peter.catcheside 

www.flinders.edu.au/people/peter.catcheside
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BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Precision Medicine, Clinical Epidemiology, Oncology, Pharmacology 

Supervisor's Photo: Researcher’s Name:   Dr Ashley Hopkins 
Researcher's Email:   ashley.hopkins@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Precision Medicine Group, 
Flinders Centre for Innovation in Cancer 
Location of Project:   FMC 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
A range of research projects are available in the Precision Medicine Group. My research focus is precision 
oncology. I aim to develop prognostic tools for advanced cancer treatments through the use of clinical 
epidemiology and pharmacometric techniques. 

Prognostic tools allow the presentation of predictive markers of efficacy or toxicity, and the conveyance of 
personalised likelihoods of response and adverse effects to medicines. Such information allows informed 
decision to be made. This is particularly important in advanced cancers where there are significant 
consequences to the high variability in the likelihood and severity of adverse effects, as well as response to 
the various treatments.  

The data with which the prognostic tools are made are typically “big data”, sourced from clinical trials 
conducted by pharmaceutical companies, or from data registries. The data includes large amounts of 
demographic, laboratory and tumour data which may be predictive of efficacy or toxicity to cancer 
medicines. 

At present we have access to individual participant data from over 10,000 advanced breast, lung or 
colorectal cancer patients treated with immunotherapies, targeted therapies and chemotherapies. 
Depending on the interests of prospective students a range of analyses and projects are available in these 
cancers and medicines. Prospective students would require an interest in improving cancer care, clinical 
epidemiology and pharmacology. 

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/ashley.hopkins 

http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/ashley.hopkins
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BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Precision Medicine, Clinical Epidemiology, Oncology, Pharmacology 

Supervisor's Photo: Researcher’s Name:   Dr Ashley Hopkins 
Researcher's Email:   ashley.hopkins@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Precision Medicine Group, 
Flinders Centre for Innovation in Cancer 
Location of Project:   FMC 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
A range of research projects are available in the Precision Medicine Group. My research focus is 
precision oncology. I aim to develop prognostic tools for advanced cancer treatments through the 
use of clinical epidemiology and pharmacometric techniques. 

Prognostic tools allow the presentation of predictive markers of efficacy or toxicity, and the 
conveyance of personalised likelihoods of response and adverse effects to medicines. Such 
information allows informed decision to be made. This is particularly important in advanced 
cancers where there are significant consequences to the high variability in the likelihood and 
severity of adverse effects, as well as response to the various treatments.  

The data with which the prognostic tools are made are typically “big data”, sourced from clinical 
trials conducted by pharmaceutical companies, or from data registries. The data includes large 
amounts of demographic, laboratory and tumour data which may be predictive of efficacy or 
toxicity to cancer medicines. 

At present we have access to individual participant data from over 10,000 advanced breast, lung 
or colorectal cancer patients treated with immunotherapies, targeted therapies and 
chemotherapies. Depending on the interests of prospective students a range of analyses and 
projects are available in these cancers and medicines. Prospective students would require an 
interest in improving cancer care, clinical epidemiology and pharmacology. 

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/ashley.hopkins 
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BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Sleep Health Services Research – Translation of sleep health 
management into primary care  

Supervisor's Photo: 

Researcher’s Name:   Doug McEvoy 
Researcher's Email:   doug.mcevoy@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Adelaide Institute for Sleep 
Health 
Location of Project:   AISH Sleep Laboratory 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
Healthy sleep is vital for good physical and mental health. Sleep disorders and voluntary and societally-
driven sleep restriction have a major negative impact on health, productivity and safety in Australia and 
internationally. A conservative estimate of the direct and indirect economic cost in Australia of the two most 
common disorders of obstructive sleep apnoea and insomnia alone is over $5 billion per year. Disturbingly, 
current health services and policy fail to cost-effectively manage these disorders; through over-reliance on 
too complex and costly sleep apnea tests, unregulated industry practices often failing to deliver good 
outcomes for patients, and poor treatment selection and access in primary care.  

To address this problem the Adelaide Institute for Sleep Health (AISH) was recently awarded a large Centre 
of Research Excellence (CRE) research program grant by the National Health and Medical Research 
Council (NHMRC). The CRE- National Centre for Sleep Health Services Research brings together an 
extensive network of internationally recognised experts in sleep and respiratory medicine/research, general 
practice, nursing, pharmacy, health services and policy research, epidemiology, health economics and 
sleep health technologies. Using this expertise the CRE will show how primary care can be placed at the 
centre of sleep disorders service delivery. The focus will be on deployment of simplified, cost-effective, 
evidence-based methods for diagnosing and managing sleep problems in primary care, with primary care 
practitioners better connected and supported with specialist sleep services in a “hub and spoke” model.  

There are a number of potential honours project opportunities available through the CRE program, including 
mixed methods qualitative research to better understand the barriers and enablers of sleep health 
management experienced by health professionals in primary care, development and testing of practice 
guidelines for sleep health management and evaluating/ testing technology innovations to assist with sleep 
health management. 

If you are interested in honours project opportunities in health services research and would like to play a 
part in this directly translatable research initiative, please do not hesitate to reach out via email for any more 
information about the project and/or to set up a face to face meeting to discuss possible projects further. 

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
www.adelaidesleephealth.org.au/research_and_volunteering/current_projects 
http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/doug.mcevoy 

http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/doug.mcevoy
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BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Evaluation of a portable light device for phase advancing the circadian 
rhythms of those suffering sleep onset insomnia 

Supervisor's Photo: 

Researcher’s Name:   Nicole Lovato 
Researcher's Email:   Nicole.lovato@flinders.edu.au  

Research Group Name:   Adelaide Institute for Sleep Health 
Location of Project:   AISH Sleep Laboratory 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
Circadian rhythms fundamentally determine the timing of sleep and wakefulness across the 24-hour day. An individual 
with a ‘normally’ timed circadian rhythm will typically fall asleep at approximately 11pm and wake around 7am. 
However chronic sleep difficulties can occur when the circadian rhythm is mis-timed, leading to a sleep-wake rhythm 
that does not coincide with an individual’s preferred sleep-wake schedule. A late timed circadian rhythm can lead to 
difficulty falling asleep. Sleep onset insomnia is associated with delays of the circadian rhythm in the order of 2-3 
hours. Later sleep onset times increase the tendency to sleep later into the morning in a bid to obtain sufficient sleep. 
However, when required to rise for work or social obligations (e.g. at 7am), an individual with a delayed circadian 
rhythm will experience extreme difficulty as they are attempting to rise at the time of maximum circadian sleepiness. 
The negative experience of this physiologically based difficulty, coupled with insufficient sleep, can amplify the 
negative consequences of difficulty falling asleep and reinforce the cycle of chronic insomnia.  

Appropriately timed exposure to bright light can re-time (or phase shift) the circadian rhythm and consequently 
alleviate the associated sleep difficulties and daytime sequelae. Although the efficacy of morning bright light has been 
well established to advance (move earlier) the circadian phase, few studies have investigated its efficacy for the 
treatment of sleep onset insomnia associated with a delayed circadian phase. Bright light has traditionally been 
administered using a ‘light box’, which requires individuals to maintain a fixed position in front of the box. This is 
impractical and impacts significantly on treatment compliance. Since the development of light boxes, it has become 
well established that coloured blue/green light, as opposed to white light, produces a superior therapeutic response. 

Based on a great deal of our previous research from our group showing that optical devices using small Light Emitting 
Diodes, particularly using blue/green light, can change the timing of our endogenous body clock, commercial devices 
have been developed. These devices are now available to the public for a variety of beneficial effects including the 
treatment of circadian rhythm disorders contributing to insomnia, jet-lag, winter depression and shift work disorder. 

These commercial devices based on this earlier research need to be validated for their effectiveness. We have 
previously shown that they are effective at delaying the body clock timing when used in the evenings, and advancing 
the body clock timing when used in the mornings. This research was conducted using individuals who experience 
typically good sleep. We need now to show their effectiveness in shifting the body clock when used in a clinical 
population with sleep onset insomnia. No other light therapy devices on the market at present have evidential support 
for their effectiveness.  

Link to more information about researcher or research group:   
www.adelaidesleephealth.org.au/research_and_volunteering/current_projects 
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BMedSci Honours Project 2019 

Project Subject Area(s):- Assessing the performance of a new fitness to drive test in patients with 
obstructive sleep apnea 

Supervisor's Photo: 

Researcher’s Name:   Andrew Vakulin 
Researcher's Email:   andrew.vakulin@flinders.edu.au 

Research Group Name:   Adelaide Institute for Sleep 
Health 
Location of Project:   AISH Sleep Laboratory 

Research Image: 

Brief Outline of Project: 
Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is a common sleep disorder linked with increased daytime sleepiness, 
impaired driving performance and increased motor vehicle accident risk. However, not all patients are 
impaired by OSA and identifying which patients are affected is a daily clinical challenge for sleep 
specialists. To address this problem, the main aim of this project is to validate a new assessment of driving 
impairment in patients with obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) towards developing a clinically deployable, 
simplified and cost effect fitness to drive assessment. 

The current gold standard clinical test for daytime sleepiness is the maintenance of wakefulness test 
(MWT), which assesses the patient’s ability to stay awake in a controlled sleep laboratory soporific 
environment. The problem with this test is that it is an all-day, labour intensive and expensive test, limiting 
its utility to only in a small portion of OSA patients where excessive sleepiness is clear or work regulations 
require the test (professional drivers). This leaves most patients with OSA untested in regards to the risk of 
alertness failure while driving, and hence forms the rationale for this research to develop a much simpler 
fitness to drive assessment. 

As part of a larger project funded by the National Health and Medical Research Council of Australia 
(NHMRC), there is a unique opportunity for an enthusiastic student to undertake an honours project. The 
project would involve comparing the ability of the current MWT gold standard sleepiness test vs the new 
simplified assessment to predict driving impairment in both OSA patients and healthy matched controls. 
The protocol will involve sleep deprivation and driving simulator assessments. As part of the broader project 
there will also be measurements including, sleep and wake EEG, balance tests, skin temperature measures 
as well as biological (blood and saliva) samples towards further biomarker discovery. This provides a range 
of opportunities for other project topics and questions to be explored with interested prospective students.  

If you are interested in this honours project opportunity, please do not hesitate to reach out via email for any 
more information about the project and/or to set up a face to face meeting to discuss the project further. 

Link to more information about researcher or research group:  
www.adelaidesleephealth.org.au/research_and_volunteering/current_projects 
http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/andrew.vakulin 

http://www.flinders.edu.au/people/andrew.vakulin
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Research Group Name:   
Registry of Older South 
Australians (ROSA) 
Location of Project:   SAHMRI 

South Australia has one of the highest proportions of older people in the country (18% were over 65 and 
2.6% were over 85 years old in 2016). This aging population places high demands on the aged care and 
health sectors and therefore there is a need to better coordinate and integrate information about people 
receiving aged care services in this state so that the needs of the people are aligned with the services they 
are receiving. 

The Registry of Older South Australians (ROSA), is designed to monitor the health, service utilisation, 
medication use, mortality, and other outcomes of people receiving aged care services in South Australia. 
ROSA’s efficient model leverages existing information, bringing together diverse datasets collected by 
different organisations, to provide us with a whole picture of the ageing pathway. ROSA also has a ‘Living 
Lab’ component, which will provide support and infrastructure for trialling innovative and emerging ideas to 
improve the health and wellbeing of older South Australians. 
ROSA was developed by the Healthy Ageing Research Consortium, a cross-sectoral partnership of 
researchers, clinicians, aged care providers and consumer advocates from 13 organisations: SAHMRI, 3 
universities (University of Adelaide, University of South Australia, and Flinders University), 5 industry 
partners, 2 consumer health advocacy groups, SA NT DataLink, and SA Health. 
ROSA’s core Research Team, led by A/Prof Maria Inacio, is based at SAHMRI and includes postdoctoral 
researchers focusing on dementia (Dr Stephanie Harrison), musculoskeletal conditions (Dr Tiffany Gill), 
health economics (Dr Jyoti Khadka) and statistics (Dr Azmeraw Amare), as well as analytical and research 
management staff. All students will be supervised by one of ROSA’s University of Flinders chief 
investigators, supported by a supervisory panel with the most relevant expertise drawn from ROSA’s 
partner organisations. 

Website: http://academichealthsciencesa.org.au/ahrtc/projects-listing/registry-of-older-south-australians 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/ROSA_Project 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/RegistryOfOlderSouthAustralians/ 
Contact us for more info or to propose a project: Maria.Inacio@sahmri.com or ROSA@sahmri.com 



Brief Outline of Project: 

Please note: We also encourage potential students to propose their own projects based on the ROSA data 
resource. 

Project #1. Changes in psychotropic medication use after entering permanent residential aged care 
in Australia. 

National and international guidelines for appropriate medication use in residential aged care recommend 
that psychotropic medications should not be used as first line treatment for changed behaviours in 
dementia due to the potential risks outweighing their potential benefits. Psychotropic medications (including 
antipsychotics, benzodiazepines and antidepressants) are associated with a high-risk of adverse events 
such as an increased risk of falls, cardiovascular complications and mortality. Despite recommendations, 
an estimated 61% of people living in Australian residential aged care facilities are regularly using 
psychotropic medications. 
This project will examine if people are prescribed more psychotropic medications after entering residential 
aged care in Australia compared to when they were living at home. An analysis of trends of psychotropic 
medication use over time in residential aged care facilities will also be conducted to see if the use of 
psychotropics has decreased over time. 
This project will be based at SAHMRI through the Registry of Older South Australians (ROSA). ROSA 
includes an historical national database (1997-2014) of the older population of Australia who accessed 
aged care services during this time. The database includes 2.9 million unique individuals with information 
from their aged care assessments linked with National Death Index data, Medicare data and 
Pharmaceutical data. 

Project #2. The Effect of Frailty on the Utilisation of Aged Care Services- a Population Based 
Evaluation. 

Frailty is a state of increased vulnerability to mortality and is estimated to be prevalent in 18-49% of older 
Australians. While frailty is known to disproportionately affect the utilisation of health care services of 
people, less is understood regarding its effect on the utilisation of aged care services in Australia. 
Using the Registry of Older South Australians (ROSA), this project will evaluate the effect of frailty on the 
utilisation of aged care services on the ROSA cohort from 2003 to 2014. It will describe how the cohort’s 
frailty has changed over the study period and evaluate how it affects the utilisation of specific types of aged 
care services. Frailty will be measured using the recently developed ROSA Frailty Index. Aged care service 
utilisation will be measured by the types of aged care services received by the study cohort (i.e. permanent 
residential aged care, home care packages, transition care, and respite care). 
Understanding the epidemiology of aged care services in frail people will inform the preparation of the aged 
care system regarding resource allocation, workforce preparation, and policy development. This is needed 
as our population continues to age, increasing demand on our system. 
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